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Minister's Foreword
As Minister of
Education, I am proud
to launch this national
conversation on the
National Certificates
of Educational
Achievement (NCEA),
and how our schoolleaver qualification
can better meet the
demands of the future.
NCEA is a world-leading qualification, providing
unmatched flexibility to meet the needs of every
young person, regardless of their passions, needs or
aspirations. It is built upon the New Zealand Curriculum
and Te Marautanga o Aotearoa, two powerful
frameworks for the development of rich local curricula
that equip our young people with the knowledge and
capabilities needed for lifelong learning.
This flexibility is NCEA’s great strength, allowing
teaching and learning to respond to community and
global trends and challenges. Our world is being
disrupted by automation and digital technologies,
changes in demographics, shifts in the structure of the
labour market and economy, and the evolving social
and political needs of modern New Zealand. NCEA has
also done much to respond to these challenges while
promoting inclusion and equity – more young people
are staying at school, getting a great education, and
having their learning recognised than ever before.
For these reasons NCEA is a widely trusted and
respected qualification. However, in the pursuit of
excellence and equity for all we must explore ways
to strengthen it further to make sure it realises its
full potential. With the release of these discussion
documents we have an opportunity to come together
as New Zealanders and shape the qualification for
the future. I hope that through the Review we can
collectively deliver on the Government’s vision of
a high quality, fair, and inclusive education system
that provides all New Zealanders with great learning
opportunities, and prepares them for the future,
whatever direction that future takes.

I announced the NCEA Review in December 2017, and
appointed my Ministerial Advisory Group in January
2018. This group, ably chaired by Jeremy Baker, are
innovative thinkers charged with shaping the strategic
direction and content of these discussion documents.
I chose people from a range of backgrounds so that
the NCEA Review would challenge our thinking,
and be future focused, while still addressing the key
challenges I hear about every day – overassessment
and teacher and student workload, the need for more
space for teaching the critical skills and capabilities
for lifelong learning, and ensuring each level of the
NCEA fulfils a clear role in young people’s educational
pathways.
With this challenge in mind, the Ministerial Advisory
Group have worked, supported by the Ministry of
Education, to develop their ideas for how NCEA
could be made stronger. These Big Opportunities
are intended to provoke, inspire, and encourage
healthy debate on NCEA. While they are broad
and far-reaching, they should not limit the national
conversation. I encourage you to also reflect on the
principles of the NCEA Review (coherence, wellbeing,
pathways, credibility, and equity), and to submit your
own ideas, opportunities and suggestions for change.
The outcomes of these discussions and debates –
submissions, survey responses, and face-to-face
feedback – will inform the final recommendations I
take to Cabinet for how NCEA could be changed for
the better. I look forward to engaging with the bold
new ideas, potential innovations and challenges New
Zealanders raise throughout this process.
As the way we live and work continues to change
rapidly, so too do the demands we place on our
education system. The education system should
bring out the best in everyone, providing all New
Zealanders with learning opportunities so they can
discover and develop their full potential, engage fully
in society, and lead rewarding and fulfilling lives. The
NCEA Review is a key way that we deliver on this
vision, and I thank everyone who takes the time to
participate.

Hon Chris Hipkins
Minister of Education
May 2018
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Summary
The Ministerial Advisory Group has identified six Big Opportunities for how NCEA could be changed
for the better. This background document introduces the NCEA review and its process, and outlines
what we already know.
The National Certificates of Educational Achievement (NCEA) were
introduced between 2002 and 2004. They are our major school
leaving qualification. Every year around 120,000 learners gain an
NCEA.
NCEA is fundamentally sound. It acknowledges a wide range of
learning and is flexible enough to recognise many pathways. But
there are still ways to strengthen the qualification itself and the
education practice that surrounds it.
This review of NCEA is part of a national Education Conversation
- Kōrero Mātauranga. This is an exciting opportunity to discuss
NCEA’s place in the wider system.

Why the review matters
NCEA plays a critical role in senior secondary education. Most
young New Zealanders achieve at least one level of NCEA, and
a coherent, credible qualification plays a role in their successful
transition to employment or further education.
Teaching and learning should start with the curriculum – our
national statements of the learning we value – supported by good
assessment practices. However, assessment systems can have an
outsized impact on how teaching and learning happens. Because
NCEA involves comprehensive assessment throughout the year, it
has a particularly large impact.
A stronger NCEA, which addresses this issue and is more
responsive to the needs of those who use it, could support
improved learner and teacher wellbeing, drive improvements in
equitable access to success, and make space for high-quality
teaching. It could also help learners transition to further education
and work and be more credible to whānau, educators, and
employers.

What’s covered by the review?

The NZQF and
NZQF Rules
NCEA is made up of three separate
qualifications (NCEA Levels 1, 2, and 3)
which sit on the NZQF.
The NZQF Qualification Listing and
Operational Rules 2016 state that the
NCEAs need to be reviewed every five
years to check that each qualification
“remains useful and relevant, and
continues to meet the needs of learners,
industry and stakeholders for which
it was initially developed”. NCEA has
not been formally reviewed this way
before.
The NZQF also requires that
qualifications have purpose and
outcome statements (including a
graduate profile), so the NCEAs’
current statements will also need to be
reviewed.

Out-of-scope
Some core features of NCEA are not
included in the scope of the review:
»»
»»

»»
»»
»»

Standards-based assessment
That both achievement and unit
standards can contribute towards
an NCEA
University Entrance Award
NZ Scholarship Award
Individual achievement and
unit standards and associated
resources.

Most topics relating to NCEA’s design and how it’s used are inscope for this review. A short list of out-of-scope topics is included
on the sidebar – although the review may still include discussion
of some of these features, including recommending subsequent
reviews.
The New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) is also reviewing
the New Zealand Qualifications Framework (NZQF), on which
NCEA is registered. Changes to the NZQF will have implications
for the implementation of this review when the revised NCEA
qualifications are mapped against it.
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Our process so far
The NCEA review is being managed by the Ministry of
Education, supported by other education agencies and
stakeholder representatives. The Minister of Education
has also appointed a Ministerial Advisory Group to
lead the development of some “Big Opportunities” for
change and provide independent, innovative advice on
NCEA. Here’s the process we’ve followed so far:

Since NCEA’s introduction, the education
system has learned a lot about how NCEA
works in practice. The education agencies
– led by the Ministry of Education – have
identified five principles that define a
strong qualification:

Principle 1:
Wellbeing

2002 - 2004
NCEA introduced

NCEA promotes the
wellbeing of young people
and teachers through
effective and fair teaching
and assessment practice.
Challenges to wellbeing:
2007
The New Zealand
Curriculum introduced

2008
Te Marautanga
o Aotearoa
introduced

2009 - 2012
Realignment between
NCEA and The New
Zealand Curriculum

»»
»»

Overassessment
Ensuring NCEA is
inclusive of diverse
learners
Learner and teacher
workload.

»»

2012 onwards
Realignment between NCEA
and Te Marautanga o Aotearoa
December 2017
NCEA review Terms of Reference announced

January 2018
NCEA Review
Ministerial Advisory
Group (MAG)
appointed

February 2018
MAG begins
consultation with
some representative
stakeholders

Who we’ve talked to so far

May 2018
Public consultation
begins

September 2018
Consultation closes

How you can get involved

NCEA Review Reference Group

The Reference Group is a Ministry-led group of stakeholders – such as
teachers’ representatives, business groups, and youth organisations.
Ministerial Youth Advisory Group

The Youth Advisory Group is a diverse group of young people aged 14 to
18, selected to advise the Minister of Education from a youth perspective.
Focus Groups

We’ve run a series of focus groups in Wellington and Auckland to gather
a range of opinions and perspectives on NCEA.
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Kanohi ki te kanohi
– face-to-face

»» Workshops nationwide
»» Targeted focus groups.

»» NCEA review website
and online survey
»» Facebook and Twitter
»» “Ask Me Anything”
sessions.
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Principle 2:
Inclusion and
equity
NCEA facilitates high
expectations for all young
people and ensures that
every student has the
potential and opportunity
to succeed.
Challenges to inclusion
and equity:
»»
»»
»»

Cultural bias
Ensuring equal access
to rich learning
Ensuring equal esteem
between different
types of learning.

Principle 3:
Coherence

Principle 4:
Pathways

Principle 5:
Credibility

NCEA enables young
people to access the
powerful knowledge, skills,
and attitudes identified in
the National Curriculum.

NCEA is readily
understood, widely
supported, and validly
measures achievement.

Challenges to coherence:

NCEA makes it easy
for young people, their
parents and whānau, and
teachers to make informed
choices to enable success
in education and later life.

»»

Challenges to pathways:

»»

Ensuring quality,
curriculum-based
courses
The need for stronger,
clearer literacy
and numeracy
requirements.

»»

»»

Making it easier to
make good decisions
about next steps
Keeping a diverse
range of flexible
pathways open for all
learners.

Challenges to credibility:
»»

»»

Making it easier to
understand what
NCEA graduates
can do
Making it easier to
understand NCEA.

Implementation
November 2018
Report back to the
public on consultation

February 2019
Cabinet agrees to
recommendations

April 2019
Implementation
report released

What’s next?

In your community

»» Contact your local school
about how they’re engaging
»» Regional engagement opportunities
through regional kaiārahi, engagement
leads and ambassadors.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

Consultation Report

Actions Report

Implementation Report

An independent report
outlining what we’ve heard
through consultation.

Once Cabinet have
agreed to changes to
NCEA, we’ll outline
what’s going to change.

A report setting
out next steps and
timelines to implement
agreed changes.
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What's possible?
Changes to NCEA, incorporating feedback from the consultation process, will be
recommended to the Government in early 2019, and must be agreed to by the
Minister of Education and by Cabinet ahead of implementation.
Some changes could be actioned by the end of 2019, while more significant rethinks
of key parts of NCEA may take several years to successfully implement. These
timelines may seem long – but are needed to make sure that we adequately support
any changes.
Depending on the kind of change being made, there may be further work required
following on from consultation:
ZZ Changes to legislation (laws) will need a Bill to be drafted and passed through
Parliament. This can be complex and take a long time
ZZ Changes to regulations – where Parliament delegates making detailed rules to the
Government’s executive – don’t usually take as long as legislative changes but still
need consultation and careful drafting
ZZ We can modify the assessment standards that make up NCEA, which typically
take between 12 and 18 months to review (though this takes longer if many
standards are being reviewed at once)
ZZ New tools and resources may be able to be developed quickly but will often have
a one- to two-year development cycle to test them in schools and kura before
making them available for everyone to use
ZZ Changes in practice by teachers, schools, kura, and other providers may not
require many formal steps but need to be implemented slowly over time to bring
everyone along and avoid unintended consequences.
Most changes will need significant lead-in time to prepare the education sector,
and ensure learners aren’t disadvantaged by changes to the qualification. We will
also need to consider the implications for other settings where NCEA is offered,
particularly tertiary providers.
It’s important to remember that many of the challenges faced in secondary
education can be only partially addressed through changes to NCEA. This review
is an opportunity to improve how learners experience NCEA and senior secondary
education – but it won’t provide all the answers to tough issues like inequity.
Where challenges of this nature arise as part of the review or solutions outside of
NCEA are found, we will feed this into the broader national Education Conversation Kōrero Mātauranga, which is currently underway. This will help us understand where
we can most effectively make a difference for our education system.
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The role of NCEA
NCEA was introduced because of dissatisfaction with the previous
system. Many learners left school with no qualifications or
qualifications that did not recognise all of their learning, due to:
ZZ The heavy focus on external assessment (especially exams)
ZZ The limited number of subjects assessed, which limited what
was offered in schools
ZZ Success being determined to some extent by a belief that some
subjects were more ‘worthy’ than others, with marks scaled
accordingly

The role of the
National Curriculum
It’s important that we assess what
we value, rather than only valuing
what we assess. All assessment
practice, including in NCEA,
should reflect this.

NCEA was established as a flexible, inclusive model and has
become one of the most open and transparent school qualification
systems in the world. Instead of passing and failing a set
percentage, any learner who demonstrates that they have met the
standard succeeds.

The National Curriculum sets
the direction for learning in New
Zealand and provides guidance
for schools. Both The New Zealand
Curriculum and Te Marautanga
o Aotearoa start with a vision
of young people developing the
competencies they need for study,
work, and lifelong learning, so they
can go on to realise their potential.

The National Curriculum, assessment
and aromatawai

The National Curriculum puts
learners at the centre of teaching
and learning. Learners should be
encouraged to value:

ZZ Pass rates being set for each subject, which meant students
could pass or fail based on how others performed, not their own
skills or knowledge.

In New Zealand’s dual education system, education in both
English and Māori medium settings is recognised by our National
Curriculum. The English medium curriculum (The New Zealand
Curriculum) and the Māori medium curriculum (Te Marautanga
o Aotearoa) describe the characteristics of assessment and
aromatawai that underpin practice when assessing.
The New Zealand Curriculum

Te Marautanga o Aotearoa

Effective assessment:

Principles of aromatawai:

»» Benefits students
»» Involves students
»» Supports teaching and
learning goals
»» Is planned and
communicated
»» Is suited to the purpose
»» Is valid and fair.

»» Aromatawai is worthwhile to the
learner, accurate, and reliable
»» Aromatawai supports improved
learning
»» Aromatawai is seen as positive, adding
value to learning
»» Each activity has a clear purpose,
assessment should be valid and
relevant to its intended purpose.

»»
»»
»»

»»
»»
»»
»»

Excellence, including high
expectations
Innovation, inquiry, and
curiosity
Diversity as found in our
different identities, cultures,
and languages
Equity through fairness and
social justice
Community and participation
for the common good
Integrity
Respect for themselves, others,
and human rights.

These have strongly influenced the way we implemented NCEA.
Our approach is very different from that in other countries. In New
Zealand, there is a deliberate focus on the use of professional
teacher judgment (taking a holistic view of what the learner can
do) underpinned by assessment for learning principles – rather than
a one-size-fits-all testing regime.
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Credits and qualifications
NCEA awards learners credits when they show they have learned
certain skills, knowledge, or capabilities – measured in ‘blocks’ called
assessment standards. Most standards are worth between 2 and 6
credits (though some are worth up to 60); each credit represents about
10 hours of learning. Once learners have enough credits and have met
the literacy and numeracy requirements, they can receive an NCEA.
NCEA has three qualification levels. Each of the three qualifications
match a level in The New Zealand Curriculum and Te Marautanga o
Aotearoa. Most learners achieve the three levels in consecutive years of
secondary education from Years 11 to 13 (usually age 16 – 18).
Level 1

National Curriculum Level 6, usually Year 11

80 credits at any Level (Level 1, 2, or 3) including literacy (10 credits) and
numeracy (10 credits).
Level 2

National Curriculum Level 7, usually Year 12

»» 60 credits at Level 2 or above
»» AND 20 credits from any Level
AND the Level 1 literacy and numeracy requirements.
Level 3

National Curriculum Level 8, usually Year 13

»» 60 credits at Level 3 or above
»» AND 20 credits from Level 2 or above
AND the Level 1 literacy and numeracy requirements.
The 10 credit literacy and 10 credit numeracy requirements can be
met using a suite of approved standards for reading, writing, and
mathematics. These come from across the curriculum – not just English,
Mathematics, Te Reo Māori and Pāngarau – and can be gained through:
ZZ A set of 1078 achievement standards, which are ‘literacy- or
numeracy-rich’. They typically require learners to have literacy or
numeracy knowledge and skills to complete the standard, without
specifically assessing those skills.
ZZ Six specially designed unit standards that specifically assess literacy
and numeracy skills, or two of the English for Academic Purposes
unit standards.

Te Reo
Māori

Ngā toi
puoro

History
Business
Studies

English

Achievement standards are
based on the National Curriculum.
They are owned by the Ministry
of Education. Some are internally
assessed by teachers, while
others are externally assessed
by NZQA. Learners are awarded
a Not Achieved (N), Achieved
(A), Merit (M) or Excellence (E)
grade depending on their level of
achievement.
Unit standards are usually written
and owned by industry groups
– though some are owned by
NZQA. These standards recognise
important vocational and industry
learning. Unit standards are not
usually connected to the National
Curriculum. Like achievement
standards, they award credits but
most only offer Not Achieved or
Achieved grades.
Depending on a learner’s pathway,
either achievement or unit
standards, or a combination of both,
can be a valid and valuable way to
recognise what’s being learned.

Lit

Lit

Lit

Num

Num

Num

20 credits

Maths

from achievement standards....
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Each learner’s NCEA can be
made up of two kinds of standard:
achievement standards and unit
standards.

Tikanga
ā Iwi

Pāngarau
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Achievement and
Unit Standards

OR

...from unit standards.
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Related educational awards
NCEA learners can also receive certificate and course endorsements,
as well as Vocational Pathways, University Entrance, and New Zealand
Scholarship awards.
Certificate and course endorsements
Certificate endorsements, like “Level 3 with Merit” or “Level 2 with
Excellence”, are awarded to learners who get at least 50 credits in a level
of NCEA at either Merit or Excellence.
Course endorsements recognise achievement in specific courses of
learning, submitted by schools. If a learner achieves 14 or more credits
at Merit or Excellence level, with at least 3 of those being from external
assessments, they can receive a course endorsement – like “Level 3
Astronomical Science with Merit” or “Level 1 Te Reo Rangatira with
Excellence”.
Vocational Pathways award
The Vocational Pathways indicate how learning and achievement is
valued by broad sectors of the workforce. It does this by mapping
assessment standards at Levels 1 to 3 against six industry sectors:
Construction and Infrastructure, Manufacturing and Technology, Primary
Industries, Services Industries, Social and Community Services, and
Creative Industries. The Ministry of Education and Industry Training
Federation mapped standards to relevant industries and careers in
consultation with the education sector and industry groups. This
mapping is regularly updated with input from industry training
organisations.

Quality assurance
A lot of NCEA assessment
occurs internally – within
schools – so how do we know
that results are accurate and
robust between schools?
NZQA expects schools to
moderate student work,
which means having multiple
teachers consider work and
provide a grade. Schools then
pass these results onto NZQA
– and NZQA checks a sample
of teachers’ assessments each
year to make sure schools are
assessing to the appropriate
standards.
NZQA also regularly reviews
schools’ processes and
systems for managing student
assessment and reporting
results.

Learners who achieve 20 sector-specific credits coded to a Vocational
Pathway at NCEA Level 2, as well as further ‘sector-related’ credits,
receive a Vocational Pathways Award. This is recorded on their Record
of Achievement and signals that they have the foundation skills and
knowledge needed for further study or employment in that industry.
University Entrance award
Entry to New Zealand universities straight from school requires the
University Entrance award – although other pathways are possible.
University Entrance requires NCEA Level 3, at least 14 Level 3 credits in
each of three different subjects from an approved list, and 10 credits in
literacy at Level 2 or above from a specified list of standards (a different
list to the usual NCEA requirements at Level 1).
Scholarship award
The New Zealand Scholarship award recognises top performance at
secondary school with a monetary award. Scholarship is a single endof-year examination (or in some cases, a portfolio or performance) for a
whole subject, not broken up into standards. These assessments are very
challenging and require knowledge and skills across the subject area.
Only around 3% of learners studying each subject at NCEA Level 3 are
expected to receive a Scholarship award.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
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Our objectives
Before appointing the Ministerial Advisory Group and starting the review, the
education agencies, led by the Ministry of Education, identified five principles which
a strong qualification will reflect. These are a set of criteria against which to judge
proposals to change NCEA and a useful framework to understand challenges and
areas for further thinking.
Principle

NCEA should…

Wellbeing

Promote the wellbeing of learners and teachers through effective and fair
teaching and assessment practice.

Inclusion and
equity

Facilitate high expectations for all learners and ensure that every learner
has the potential and opportunity to succeed.

Coherence

Ensure learners access the powerful knowledge, skills, capabilities, and
attitudes identified in the National Curriculum.

Pathways

Make it easy for learners, their parents and whānau, and teachers to make
informed choices to enable success in education and later life.

Credibility

Be readily understood, widely supported, and validly measure achievement.

We encourage you to keep these principles, which the next section elaborates on, in
mind when considering the Ministerial Advisory Group’s Big Opportunities – and your
own thoughts on how NCEA might be improved.
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Principle 1
Wellbeing
All young people should see themselves as successful learners who can make decisions about their education and
pursue their passions. With support, they should be able to select courses that meet their needs and interests, with
a manageable workload. At the moment, NCEA may encourage teachers to build courses with far more credits
than necessary – and learners to seek them out. This risks stressed, pressured, and disengaged learners, and
overworked teachers.
The “right” amount of assessment will
always differ from learner to learner,
based on their goals, aspirations, and
resilience – and the decisions they make
about the workload they can manage.
Supporting wellbeing, while ensuring
every learner can achieve an NCEA
that’s meaningful for them and is able
to make choices about their pathway, is
tough. NCEA can do more to strike the
right balance and encourage a healthy
workload for learners and teachers.

Overassessment
Many learners are achieving upwards
of 120 credits in each year of NCEA, far
more than the 60 to 80 credits they
need. Some use this to demonstrate
their abilities and as a source of
motivation. In other cases, attempting
more credits than needed builds a safety
net to ensure they achieve an NCEA.
But a relentless focus on credits and
reassessment opportunities can result in
pressure, stress, and anxiety, particularly
when internal assessments run nearcontinuously throughout a year. This
can have a real, negative impact on how
learners experience education and their
overall health.

Teacher workload
Teachers report that NCEA-related
workload has increased. At the moment,
teachers’ workloads can deny them
the opportunity to innovate in teaching
practice and course design.
At least, in part, this is driven by
overassessment. Marking and
moderating other teachers’
assessments and the volume of work
learners produce also contribute.

Did you know?

Around 2/3 of

Principals
and 1/2 of

Teachers

think NCEA
workload for
teachers is a

“major issue.”

Some design features of NCEA
inadvertently contribute to this. For
example, the resources given to teachers
to help them design assessment tasks
sometimes encourage more work from
learners than is required to meet
the standard.

Differential impacts
Overassessment can place particular
pressure on the wellbeing of
learners with disabilities and other
learning support needs, those from
disadvantaged socioeconomic
backgrounds, those who are not learning
in their first language, or those who
don’t feel that their culture or pathway
is being reflected. NCEA can’t always
directly affect this – but it should strive
to minimise this pressure and offer
every learner the best opportunities
to succeed.

“Every teacher
piled on the work as
if I was only taking
one subject.”

Focus questions
How can we support wellbeing, minimise overassessment, and keep learners
motivated and able to make free choices?
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Principle 2
Inclusion and equity
The education system should have high expectations for all learners to support every New Zealander to succeed.
Equitable access to diverse, high-quality learning opportunities driven by the National Curriculum is non-negotiable.
More needs to be done to make this a reality for all, in particular learners with disabilities and other learning support
needs, those from disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds, those who are not learning in their first language, or
those who don’t feel that their culture or pathway is being reflected. NCEA may only be part of a wider response to the
inequity in our education system, but should do all it can to push back against bias and encourage learning responsive
to each learner’s identity, language and culture.
At its best, NCEA empowers learners
to pursue their passions through realworld learning, inclusive of a range of
community and cultural contexts and
supported by responsive teaching.
Unfortunately, we know that this vision
isn’t delivered for every learner.

Cultural bias
Despite the conscious efforts of most
in the education system, discrimination
and bias persist. NCEA is not the cause
of this inequity – but we want to ensure
that its delivery does not perpetuate it.
NCEA’s design has the potential to –
and should – push back against cultural
biases and encourage learning and
assessment tailored to the diverse
background and needs of each learner.

Access to rich learning
While every learner has the same
theoretical range of choices in senior
secondary education, this isn’t a
reality. Many learners, including young
Māori and Pasifika, young people with
developed or developing needs –
including those in care, young people
with learning support needs, and young
people in low-decile schools, don’t
always receive the same opportunities.
NCEA attainment and endorsement
rates also differ by gender, with
disparities in certain programme and
pathway choices (e.g. STEM).

NCEA’s structure doesn’t cause all
these issues – for example, schools and
kura can find it hard to find specialist
teachers – but it contributes.
While NCEA’s openness and flexibility
promote inclusiveness, it can also make
it hard for every learner to access
diverse and coherent courses and
meaningful personalisation. At times,
it can permit generic approaches to
course and programme design, which
don’t prepare all learners for their next
steps. These approaches can particularly
disadvantage our most vulnerable
learners.
For learners with learning support
needs, the tools provided by NCEA
– particularly Special Assessment
Conditions – may not always be fit
for purpose and can be particularly
hard to access for learners who are
socioeconomically disadvantaged.

Valuing all quality
pathways
Many people hold the perception that
not all pathways within the NCEA
system are equal – particularly that
courses based on unit standards are less
valued than those based on achievement
standards. NCEA should give learners,
employers, and educators confidence
that a diverse range of quality pathways
are available.

Did you know?

34%

20%

All

26%

Pasifika Māori

A greater proportion
of Māori and Pasifika
learners don’t achieve

NCEA Level 2.

“I can work all term
in Graphic Design
for just 3 credits
and then turn round
and do a Maths test
in say a week and
there’s 5 credits.
Stuff in Tech is so
not valued.”

Focus questions
How can NCEA push back against cultural biases and inequities?
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Principle 3
Coherence
To succeed in further education, employment, and later life, learners need a combination of specialist, subject-specific
knowledge, capabilities, and broad, cross-curricular skills and foundational literacies – delivered through cogent,
connected courses. NCEA should encourage schools, kura, tertiary providers, and teachers to deliver programmes and
courses that make this possible.
Beyond the foundational literacies
needed to succeed in the 21st century,
what a young person needs to know
and be able to do by the time they leave
school varies based on their needs and
aspirations.
What is common, though, is the need
for powerful capabilities and attitudes
for lifelong learning. NCEA allows for
responsive, rich, personalised teaching
and learning based on the National
Curriculum. But it doesn’t always
encourage it – or make it easy to design
and deliver coherent courses and
learning programmes.

Ensuring rich learning
The downside of ‘breaking up’
learning into flexible standards is that
programmes can be fragmented and
deep curriculum learning can be lost.
Because teachers are given resources
to deliver assessment tasks, but not
always to build teaching programmes,
NCEA can encourage teachers to start
with assessment as the focus of their
programmes, instead of the curriculum.
This is made worse by overassessment,
which can pressure teachers to focus on
achieving standards at the expense of
creating rich learning opportunities.

In extreme cases, teachers may be
encouraged to build courses based
only on numbers of credits or how easy
standards are.
Many schools and kura avoid these
pitfalls and deliver powerful, coherent
and personalised programmes – the key
is unlocking this potential for equity and
excellence for all, and ensuring learners
are at the centre of practice.

Literacy and numeracy
As well as having the right capabilities
and attitudes, success in further
education and the world of work
requires literacy (in English or te reo
Māori) and numeracy. Arguably, learners
increasingly also need wider literacies,
such as digital, civic, and financial
literacy.
Under NCEA, a mix of literacy- and
numeracy-focused unit standards, and
achievement standards that are “literacy
and numeracy rich” are available.
This complex system gives a range of
flexible pathways. But it also means that
sometimes young people can obtain
an NCEA without necessarily being
directly assessed to make sure they are
sufficiently literate and numerate for
further education or employment.

VP

No
VP

33% of NCEA

Level 2 awards in

2016

awarded a Vocational

Pathways Award.

“Just when the
teacher was taking
us somewhere
really interesting,
someone would
say, “Is this worth
credits? … and then
we’d stop.”

The result can be that learners don’t get
access to key curriculum content – and
may find they lack valued capabilities
and attitudes when they leave school.

Focus questions
How can we ensure NCEA encourages rich learning across the curriculum and
within courses?
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Principle 4
Pathways
Every learner takes an individual journey through education – their learning pathway. NCEA is hugely flexible, and
learners can build their qualification to reflect their individual interests, aspirations, and goals. It should make it
easy for learners, supported by parents, whānau and teachers, to make good pathway choices to enable success in
education and later life.
At senior secondary, learners should
start to make connections between
the knowledge, skills, and capabilities
they have developed at school, their
career goals and aspirations, and the
expectations of others.
It can be difficult to navigate all these
new options and make the most of the
opportunities NCEA’s flexibility provides,
especially given its complexity.
As well as navigating these pathways,
learners need a combination of general
life skills, workplace competencies, and
subject-specific knowledge to transition
into the world beyond schooling. Yet
learners tell us that they don’t always
feel prepared for life after school.

Supporting decisionmaking
High quality, accessible information
empowers learners, parents, whānau,
and employers to be active in identifying
and building strong pathways to future
success. To make good decisions, they
need clear information about where their
choices may lead.

Enabling pathways'
flexibility
NCEA allows for a flexible approach
to programme design – but not all
learners have the same opportunity
to personalise their learning pathway
and to make the most of out-of-school
learning (for example, extracurricular,
work-based or tertiary learning).

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

In some cases, timetabling constraints
mean that learners have to choose
between learning in the classroom
and developing practical skills and
rich learning experiences in the wider
community. These limitations are
frustrating for learners and teachers
– and can cut learners off from some
pathways too early.

Supporting diverse
pathways
While NCEA is traditionally seen as a
schooling qualification, many learners
get NCEA in other settings, like tertiary
providers or workplaces through
industry training organisations. We need
to recognise and value the wide range
of pathways that can lead to NCEA –
including pathways that include some
or all learning in other settings, like
tertiary providers and through Trades
Academies.
This flexibility needs to be balanced
against ensuring that every learner can
access capabilities, including literacy,
numeracy, general life skills, and the
powerful learning described in the
National Curriculum.

Focus questions
How can we make it easier for
learners to make informed decisions
about their pathways?

In 2015,

7 in 10

secondary

school teachers
thought the range of

NCEA standards

allowed for course

design meeting

most

learners’ needs.

“Pathways need to
include skills related
to entrepreneurism
and different models
of employment.”

“[Learner
expectations] don’t
align to realistic
career pathways.”
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Principle 5
Credibility
NCEA needs to tell us something useful about the capabilities of learners who have it. It should do so clearly – making
the right information readily available in a useful format – so that New Zealanders (and others internationally) believe
that NCEA is a robust and valid qualification.
NCEA serves a range of different
purposes: it can help learners and their
whānau understand what their strengths
and weaknesses are; it can help tertiary
providers understand who is ready
for further study; and it can signal to
employers which candidate is the best
fit for a job.
However, it may not always perform
these roles as well as it could.

New Zealand Record of Achievement
NCEA graduates – and graduates of other New Zealand qualifications
– receive a New Zealand Record of Achievement, documenting the
courses they’ve taken, credits they’ve received, and how well they
have achieved. This record follows them into tertiary study.
But this only reflects what young people have learned in school –
it doesn’t show the full range of skills and capabilities they might
have developed through extra-curricular learning. This can limit the
value of the Record to employers or tertiary providers and may deny
learners an opportunity to ‘show off’ their strengths.

What NCEA graduates
can do
NCEA paints a detailed picture about
the specific capabilities of each learner.
It doesn’t offer an easy ‘score’ like other
assessment systems do, including the
former School Certificate. This level
of information can make it hard to
understand what each NCEA graduate is
capable of – particularly at a glance.
Endorsements and Vocational Pathways
awards help, but it can still be hard to
know what these exactly mean for a
given learner’s capabilities.

Parents and Whānau
Trustees

59%
63%

Teachers
Principals

66%
92%

% of respondents who felt NCEA was
credible in the wider community

Understanding NCEA
Because of its complexity, NCEA can be
hard to understand – which may result
in the qualification being seen as less
credible.
This isn’t easily remedied, as much of
NCEA’s flexibility and inclusiveness
is what makes it valuable for diverse
learners. But it can make it hard for
New Zealanders to engage with NCEA
– whether as learners, parents and
whānau, employers, or members of the
wider community.
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“I didn’t do NCEA. I don’t understand it.”
			
– A parent

Focus questions
How can we make it easier for everyone to understand – and trust
– what NCEA tells us graduates can do?
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